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Requirements

Training modules
TM800 – APROL System Concept
TM811 – APROL Runtime System

Software APROL

Hardware 1 control computer, 1 controller
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1 Introduction

This training module will take a look at the wide variety of tools provided in the APROL Process Control
System that can be used to make it easy to perform analyses. This applies to actions made in the
APROL ENGINEERING as well as RUNTIME / OPERATOR system. The standard reports are available
as standard system queries without additional engineering effort.

The majority of these tools support the HTML, XML, and CSV formats, which means of course that it
is possible to export to any of these formats. This results in a direct gateway to conventional browsers,
spreadsheet programs, etc., that allow for easy processing of the data.

The 'Jaspersoft' reporting tool is available to create custom logs and/or reports comfortably. This is
handled in a separate training.

Figure 1: Analysis

1.1 Objectives

Our goal for this training module is to provide you with a detailed description of the numerous and different
tools included in the delivery of the APROL Process Control System, so you can become familiar with
all of the options that these tools offer.

After completing this training, you will be able to evaluate and to analyze many different types of alarm
data, process changes triggered from an Operator Station, etc. You will be able to easily find out when
e.g. a temperature transmitter is defective or when an operator has made critical value changes. With
the numerous reports, you obtain an overview of all actions which have been carried out. This does not
only refer to the operating environment, but also the engineering.
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A system check and analysis is possible at any time, because a system diagnosis is always available.

Figure 2: Overview
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2 APROL Web Portal

There are a large number of various reports in APROL for the engineering, runtime, and operator en-
vironments. The APROL web portal was created to offer a clear overview and to be able to find the
desired report as quickly as possible. It is started directly using the KDE menu or with the 'Reports /
Overview' submenu.

Figure 3: Starting the APROL Web Portal

The basic layout is the following (see navigation in the left area):

General navigation Description
Project selection (combo
box)

A selection can be made from different projects (if they exist) in en-
gineering and also the operating environment. The Linux login which
corresponds to project can be seen when selecting the project in an
engineering context (e.g.: TrainingProject (engin)).
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General navigation Description
Documentation The entire APROL Product Documentation is here. Further docu-

mentation which may be required additionally, e.g. Jaspersoft Docu-
mentation, is also integrated here.

Reports All standard APROL reports and links to customer-specific reports are
available here. There is a differentiation between 'Runtime reports',
'Interactive reports', 'APROL solution reports', 'Jaspersoft', and 'Sys-
tem and self-diagnosis reports'.

Project navigation Display of the physical structure, control computer structure, and sys-
tem type structure of the selected project.

APROL systems (local) View of all systems installed on this server.

APROL SDM APROL System Diagnostics Manager The automatically created sys-
tem monitoring of the current server can be found here.

Figure 4: Navigation APROL Web Portal
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3 Documentation

The documentation area in the APROL web portal contains the following calls:

Range Details
APROL Documentation APROL Product Documentation

APROL Project Documentation
Jaspersoft Documentation
Validator overview

Solutions Documentation Energy Monitoring Documentation

APROL SQL JDBC Configurator Creating a URL to configure a JDBC data source
(JAVA Database Connectivity)

SQL Table Definition SQL Table Definition for ChronoLog Data

Figure 5: The complete documentation in APROL
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3.1 The APROL product documentation

The following image shows the APROL product documentation with the possibility to search and navi-
gate.

Figure 6: The APROL product documentation

Use the help as well as you can. The structure of the manuals and chapters should be self-evident. The
implemented search may be of great help. The search help can be found in 'Help / Help'.

3.2 The APROL project documentation

The project documentation can be opened here if it exists in the path "~ENGIN/PROJECTS/<project
name>.pgp/WEB/<country code>/DOCS/' can be accessed with index.htm, and has been downloaded.
The as-built project documentation from the CaeManager is often incorporated here. However, any other
external documentation can be linked here.

Figure 7: The APROL project documentation
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3.3 The Jaspersoft documentation

The reporting tool from the provider 'Jaspersoft' are available in APROL to create customer-specific
reports. The complete Jaspersoft documentation has been embedded to offer the necessary information.

Figure 8: The reporting tool 'Jaspersoft' documentation
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3.4 The validator overview

It is not possible to enter the wrong syntax in the APROL engineering. All input fields have so-called
validators which guarantee this. They ensure that the data records cannot be saved if there is an erro-
neous entry. Because there are so many, the validators documentation is a necessity. This is realized
with this call. The validator help can also be opened in the context of the corresponding input field.

Figure 9: The validator overview

3.5 Additional documentation

The documentation is finalized with the 'Solutions Documentation', the 'APROL SQL JDBC Configurator',
and the 'SQL Table Definition'.

The 'Energy monitoring Documentation' is in the section 'Solutions Documentation'. Everything concern-
ing energy calculation and evaluation (according to ISO 50001) is explained in this.

The 'AprolSqlServer' is included in APROL and allows the ChronoLog database data to be queried via
SQL statements. The AprolSqlServer must be configured over the 'APROL SQL JDBC Configurator'
in order to be able to do this. Details about this are in the APROL documentation and in the training
manual TM880. A training for report creation with Jaspersoft and AprolSqlinterpreter in APROL can also
be booked.
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Figure 10: SQL JDBC Configurator

To round this off, the SQL Table Definition area contains the information for the SQL tables available
for the selected project.

Figure 11: Available SQL Tables
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4 The APROL reports

The APROL reports are divided into:

Reports - Category Description
Runtime reports Contains all runtime and/or operator environment reports.

Interaction reports Reports which come from the engineering, AuditTrail, and
shift logbook.

APROL Solutions reports Energy Monitoring report and placeholder for future devel-
opments.

Reports powered by Jaspersoft Customer-specific reports realized by Jaspersoft.

APROL SQL JDBC Configurator Configuration of the AprolSqlServer

System and self-diagnosis report System messages, logbooks, .... for analysis. This is neces-
sary for support.

4.1 Reports in the runtime/operator system

XML technology (Extensible Markup Language) is used both in the Engineering and Runtime Systems
as a platform-independent interface for exporting data. Alarm, message, and trend system data can
be opened easily and conveniently and displayed on every workstation in the intranet (internet) using
XML technology.

All that is needed is an HTML browser and a network connection to the control computer. This data can
be displayed as an HTML page in any browser or saved as a CSV file (Comma Separated Value). This
latter format allows information to be imported into spreadsheet programs (e.g. MS Excel, LibreOffice,
etc.).

Figure 12: Runtime reports
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4.1.1 Overview of the runtime/operator reports

The following image shows an overview of all reports, access to system and diagnostics data and many
different type of documentation.

Figure 13: Query overview in the KDE menu

The AlarmReport for example, can be started directly via the KDE menu or via the Query Overview
(which opens the APROL web portal).
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Figure 14: KDE menu

This means that the reports that can be found in the KDE entry Detailed Reports can also be found
in the Query Overview.

It is possible to switch between English and German in the upper part of this overview (APROL web
portal). Other languages can also be selected if installed (Russian, Chinese, etc.).

English is automatically pre-selected when opening this overview. When selecting a language, it is ap-
plied not only to this overview, but to the subsequent steps as well (i.e. calling the AlarmReport).
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Figure 15: Query Overview

The following authentication dialog box appears, for example, when the AlarmReport is started and
additional authentication is active:

Figure 16: Authentication dialog

Authentication can be activated/deactivated in the CaeManager, in the project properties.
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For this, right-click on the project root and select'Properties'.

Figure 17: Project properties

Figure 18: Authentication options in the CaeManager
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4.1.2 AlarmReport

The AlarmReport is used to view and analyze the alarm and message records at any time. This utilizes
the most modern Web techniques to view the data without being dependent on a specific platform and
to easily implement expansions to the analysis at any time.

Figure 19: Example of an AlarmReport

For further information about the AlarmReport, please refer to Training Module 811 – Runtime-System,
which includes the AlarmReport – a prerequisite for this training module.
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4.1.3 Compressor report

The Compressor Report is used to read a recorded database. The data can be further processed as an
HTML, XML or CSV version. This type of data collection is very useful for creating hourly, daily logs, etc.

4.1.3.1 The compressor function block

Before a compressor database can be read, the data must be recorded using compressor function blocks
(found in the APROL library). These work with the help of the ChronoLog server mechanism.

Figure 20: Compressor function block from the APROL library

This function block must be configured like this:

The process variable to be processed is connected to the VALUE input. The compression interval is
defined using TIME_1. The offset for starting the compression interval can be specified with OFFSET_1.

The following values are valid as possible compression intervals: 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 30 minutes and
1, 2, 3, 6, 8, 12 hours and 1 day.

If only 1 minute were to be entered on TIME_1, then the Compressor block would write one data record
each minute. This type of data record consists of a timestamp, the current value, the minimum, maximum
and average value.

4.1.3.2 Data evaluation

The Compressor Report can be started right from the KDE menu or from the overview (only possible
when the operator currently logged-in has the necessary permission).
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Figure 21: Selecting the time interval in the Compressor Report

The drop-down menu located in the upper area is needed for defining the project.

All possible time intervals are listed, but the time intervals used in the project are displayed with a yellow
font and a link. The number of corresponding variables is shown in parentheses next to the time interval.

Clicking on one of these time intervals brings you to a page for selecting the variable and desired output
value.

Figure 22: Defining the output value in the Compressor Report

The 'Select compression interval' link brings you back to the previous page.

10 columns are provided for creating the best possible output log, but not all of the columns have to be
used! The variable and desired value (average value, current value, minimum, maximum or text) can
be defined as needed.
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Variable A Variable A Variable A Variable A Variable B ....
Average Maximum Minimum Current value .......

The [Create report] button is used to create defined columns and display them on the next page in
HTML format.

Figure 23: Displaying the desired compressor data

There are a few buttons above the table which allow you to navigate the database chronologically.

Icon Description
[Calendar] – Allows you to select a day in the
calendar

[Today] – Selection of the current day.

[Previous day] – One day back.

[Next day] – One day forwards.

The lines in the table are used to show separate data records, made up of a timestamp and the individual
values.

Simply click on the respective value if one of the values must be changed manually (e.g. because the
value was recorded incorrectly due to a faulty temperature transmitter).
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Figure 24: Window for changing a value

As can be seen in this image, any value can be changed in a data record. A window is always shown
where any value from the data record can be changed.

If a change is made, then a text must be entered explaining why the change was made. The [Save] button
is used to overwrite the value in the database. This process is simultaneously logged in the AuditTrail
(text stating the reason, timestamp, operator, value change and project name).

Value changes can be viewed using the action filter Modification logging data in the AuditTrail. Addi-
tional information about this is provided in the AuditTrail section in this training module!

Three output formats are available, e.g. for creating a daily log: HTML, XML and CSV

An HTML document of the page which is displayed can be obtained with the save function of the
browser being used. This allows you to further process the Compressor Report data using an HTML
editor (MS FrontPage, Macromedia Dreamweaver, etc.).

You can also make an XML version by right-clicking on the [Save compressor data as XML file] button
and then saving with the save function of the browser being used.
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Figure 25: Saving XML

The created file can be viewed and (if necessary) further processed using XML-capable programs
(Kwrite, MS Word, etc.).

Figure 26: Example of an XML document

After calling the CSV version, you are queried about whether the CSV document should be saved or
opened. A file must be created if you plan to further process the data. This file can then be imported to
the spreadsheet program and made into e.g. a daily log or a diagram.
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Figure 27: Example of a diagram from the CSV document
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4.1.4 PDA Report

The PDS report shows data records which were recorded by PDA blocks in a list. By using the PDA
blocks which can be created individually, customers can save exactly the data which is necessary for
further processing in customer reports.

4.1.4.1 The PDA block

Before a PDA database can be read, the data must be recorded using PDA blocks. These blocks can
now be stored individually in a customer-specific library. Open the desired library in the CaeManager
navigation 'libraries'. A new block can be created by pressing the right mouse button and selecting the
"Process Data Acquisition Block ..." function.

Figure 28: Creating a PDA block

inputs can now be added to the block as desired, in order to save the data record (later in the project)
as it is needed. Exactly this table will also be available for SQL statements.

Figure 29: Example of a PDA block
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Note:

Only pin names in small letters are allowed, because of the ChronoLog mechanism rules. This
is checked by a validator.

4.1.4.2 Evaluation of the PDA data

The PDA report can be opened from the KDE menu or the overview (APROL web portal). All PDA records
of the current day are displayed in a list when the report opens. In the left area, there are filters and
selections for the data records which are required for analysis.

Figure 30: PDA report

The detail view is opened with the magnifying glass, in order to view a single data record. This report
can be used to check if a data record has been stored correctly. This means a lot in the development
phase of a project.

This data is procured later in customer-specific reports.
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Figure 31: Details about PDA data

4.1.5 SFCLogging report

This is data from the Sequential Function Charts in the runtime system. It is interesting to know when,
how long, etc., the steps of a logical sequence (also see step sequence) were executed. This information
should be used for optimizing production processes and analyzing problems.

Figure 32: Typical SFC report
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4.1.6 ProcessData Report

The ProcessData Report is used to read any process data located in the Iosys (global database) online
and to save the data as an HTML or CSV document. After logging in successfully via the authentication
dialog, the user arrives at the selection page for the process variable(s).

Figure 33: ProcessData report selection page

A mask/filter can be entered in the first page to limit the amount of process variables shown for selection.
It is important to define the Iosys port when multiple control computers are used and therefore, the
process variables are located on different control computers or RUNTIME systems.

Note:

The Iosys port is configured in the respective APROL system.
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Figure 34: Parameters of the APROL system

The [Accept] button is used to activate the selected mask and the Iosys port. The next step involves
selecting the process variables to be displayed. One or more variables can be selected (mouse click +
CTRL key). You can then select an HTML or CSV style sheet depending on how you choose to process
the data later. After setting HTML output and confirming your selection by clicking the [Start query]
button, your screen will look something like this:

Figure 35: HTML display of a ProcessData report
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This type of report can be saved again as an HTML document and then further processed according
to your needs.

The second method for a ProcessData Report would be to export the data to a CSV document. The
process variables are selected like earlier. The CSV format is then defined as style sheet.

The same button [Start query] is then used to continue and a location is requested for saving the file.
After being saved, the document can be integrated in a spreadsheet program and further processed for
a log or something similar.

Process variable Type Value
aprolpc_TimeString STRING '09/22/2015 PM 04:36:27'

aprolpc_TimeZoneString STRING STRING

aprolpc_TotalMemory INT 1034824

aprolpc_TotalSwapMemory INT 1052216

aprolpc_UsedChronoLogDiskSpace INT 125096

aprolpc_UsedMemory INT 1003852

aprolpc_UsedRootDiskSpace INT 19599632

4.1.7 Customer-specific report

Customer-specific reports are incorporated with this link. A separate seminar explains how to crate them.

Figure 36: Customer reports
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4.2 Interaction reports

These are reports which handle actions. This is important in the runtime and operating environments
(action logging: Who did what, when  from where), and also in the engineering environment (what was
saved, compiled, loaded, ...). Because of this, the following reports are available:

Description Description
AuditTrail All actions in the runtime and operator environments are

available in this report. All actions in an operator environ-
ment such as entering values, alarm handling, etc. are
logged and saved.

ChangeControl Report Many changes are made when an APROL is created. Each
of these actions (versioning, saving, activating, compil-
ing, ...) are recorded here and can be traced.

Build report The result of compiling something is that something must
also be created (built); see task for the controller for exam-
ple --> machine code). These actions are listed here.

TargetControl report If something was created, it must also be loaded and com-
missioned. All downloads to different targets such as con-
trollers, control computers, operator stations, ... are main-
tained here.

Shift logbook The shift logbook is available for the engineering, runtime,
and operator environments. Actions such as service, device
exchange, etc. are noted by the service employees. The
course of the project can be documented in engineering.

Note:

Web queries which are located in the runtime system and have already been discussed are
also provided in the engineering system!
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4.2.1 AuditTrail Report

Who did what, when, where and how? (solely the why is not to be registered)

4.2.1.1 FDA Regulations 21 CFR

The rules of the FDA regulations 21 CFR (Code of Federal Regulations) must be mentioned in this
context. These regulations are worldwide mandatory for each company and their locations which produce
for the US market.

Part 11

Since August 2003, the standard 21 CFR, Part 11 has been used to regulate how electronic data is
handled for the validation and inspection of systems and processes in the pharmaceutical, cosmetics
and foodstuffs industries.

With the Part 11, the FDA comes up to the expectations of the gathering of information technology (in-
dustrial IT) for the fabrication and distribution process. A clear and explicit demand is that if comput-
er-supported systems are introduced into existing plants instead of manual processes, neither the quality
of the products nor the quality assurance is allowed to be impeded in any way whatsoever.

The regulation 21 CFR Part 11 demands a conclusive process documentation if it is partly or entirely in
electronic form. Both the recording and storage of the data is referred to.

All relevant processes and interventions must be documented completely and available for viewing at
any time. A user management regulates the rights and electronic signatures.

GAMP5

GAMP (Good Automated Manufacturing Practice) was called into life in the late 80s as a forum for the
industry. One of the main goals of the GAMP forum was to design a guideline for suppliers of automated
systems in the pharmaceutical industry.

The requirements of the European and north American inspection authorities were taken into account for
this. The first draft was authorized in 1994 by the GAMP forum and sent to suppliers and interest groups.

GAMP 2 followed in 1996, GAMP 3 in 1998, GAMP 4 in December 2001, GAMP 5 in February 2008.

Many initiatives of handling the implementation:

The manner in which these specifications must be implemented for development, production, quality
control and sales was determined by a variety of initiatives regarding the fields of economics, technology
and science such as GAMP, GMA/NAMUR and APV.

4.2.1.2 General information

As mentioned earlier, the AuditTrail tracks all actions. These actions are given a timestamp defined by
the system time.
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The following actions are logged into AuditTrail:

• Overview of all actions
• All login actions for APROL own security login systems
• Interactive process control (actions in the process(es) via the DisplayCenter)
• External process control
• SFC actions (operating the SFC, e.g. jog mode)
• System control (actions from the StartManager, etc.)
• Controller management (amongst others, ControllerManager actions such as Watch, logbooks,

forcing, ...)
• Alarm Management --> locking/releasing alarms (open alarm line, acknowledge/lock alarms,

…)
• Parameter history (recordings to parameter downloads, recipes, etc.)
• Log data modifications (modifying logged data, etc.)
• Unsuccessful actions (e.g. login rejected, ...)

Data is recorded without any extra configuration and contains all of the main data such as the timestamp,
unique operator ID, and operator the terminal as well as detailed information concerning the respective
operations and records.

This WEB based reporting provides predefined views for evaluation. Clear and meaningful reports
which provide the required proof can be created using the filter technology. Platform independence is
provided with the use of XML queries. This guarantees the use of reports in office environments.

It is also possible to start the AuditTrail directly from the process graphic. This allows the user to directly
analyze the desired actions.

Figure 37: Starting the AuditTrail from the DisplayCenter

4.2.1.3 Calling up AuditTrail data

After logging in successfully via the authentication dialog box, the user arrives at the start page for
AuditTrail.
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Figure 38: AuditTrail start page

The points which can be seen in the image here are the action groups that can be selected as filters by
clicking on the respective option. (Security login, interactive process control, ...)

The [Survey of all actions] link brings you to the next page where all actions from the current day (00:00
– 24:00) are displayed.
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Figure 39: AuditTrail parameters page

This page is made up of the following sections:

• Defining the time range
• Setting the filter
• Displaying the respective actions

As mentioned earlier, the current day (00:00 - 24:00) is automatically entered when this page is opened.

The desired time range can now be entered directly in the field or selected using the corresponding
button.

Icon Description
Select date (in a pop-up window)

Calendar for selecting a day

Current hour

Current day

Current week

Current month
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The following window appears by pressing the [Select date] button:

Figure 40: Window for entering date and time

It is also possible to shift the selected time range. There are two ways to do this, each with a variety
of individual icons:

Shift time range according to calendar:

Icon Description
Previous month

Previous week

Previous day

One hour backwards

One hour forwards

Next day

Next week

Next month

Shift time range to period of time:

Icon Description
One month backwards

One week backwards

One day backwards
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Icon Description
One hour backwards

One hour forwards

One day forwards

One week forwards

One month forwards

The [Update] button is used to reload the defined time range. To reverse the chronological sorting of
the actions, simply click on the [Reverse sorting] link or on the link on the[Time] column.

The actions displayed can be limited in the top right part of the window. The actions from all projects are
shown if "Project…" is selected from the drop-down menu.

Note:

If the task exceeds a specific number of actions, then the actions are distributed throughout
multiple pages.

If a filter is set, then the output is limited by this filter.

Figure 41: Set filter

To reset the filter, it must be deselected by clicking on it while holding the [Ctrl] key or with the 'red
button'.

When selecting the Parameter History action group, the details of the respective action can be viewed
in the 'Change' column.

This sample page illustrates a parameter download.
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Figure 42: Sample page for a parameter change

Values that have been changed to a value different than the original value will appear blue.

Task :

Use an incorrect password when logging in and then try to find this action using the AuditTrail
Report. Give yourself an overview of the entire AuditTrail with all of its analysis possibilities.
Analyze you actions during the entire seminar by extending the time range of the query corre-
spondingly.
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4.2.2 ChangeControl Report

The user which is responsible for critical project changes, for example, can be determined with the
ChangeControl report. This makes it possible to create queries for the following actions:

– Project part deleted, activated, compiled, created, deactivated, removed, generated, .....
(Project part deleted / activated / compiled / created / deactivated / removed / generated / re-
named / saved / versioned / ....)

– Download
– Group created, changed (Group created , changed)
– Old version removed (Old version removed)
– CaeRestore, CaeBackup
– ....

This affects the areas backup management, libraries, database optimization, OperatorManager and
project. After starting from the KDE menu, a browser (Firefox) is opened and displays the report.

Several filters are available to limit the query (e.g. type, name, action, user).

Figure 43: Example of a ChangeControl report

Task :

Change a CFC in the APROL engineering system and try to determine the change using the
ChangeControl report.
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4.2.3 Build report

The ChangeControl report has shown us all of the changes in engineering. The build processes must
now be started as the next step, to create all configurations and task for the subsequent download. All
of these actions are recorded and are important to determine if the changes in the logic or configuration
was created.

The following actions are available in the report:

– Build library
– Check activated state
– Check edit state
– Build all (Project)
– Build task
– Build all (Hardware)
– Build configuration (Hardware)
– CFC compiled
– Function block compiled

The result may appear as follows:

Figure 44: Example of a build report

Task :

Check all build processes made in the last few days.
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4.2.4 TargetControl report

After changes and extensions have been made to the engineering and it was created (build), it must now
be put into operation. The download using the DownloadManager serves this purpose. The TargetControl
report logs these actions. In addition, all controller manipulations (ControllerManager) are recorded.

This makes it possible to create queries for the following actions:

– Download
– Flash card (Flash Card)
– Module download, upload, deleted, modified, moved (download / upload / deleting / modified /

moved )
– Restart CPU (Restart CPU)
– Setting clock (Setting clock)
– Task started, task stopped (Start / Stop task)
– Number of set task cycles (Set cycles)
– Task classes started, stopped (Start / Stop task class)
– Memory deleted (Memory deleted)
– Download AR OS
– Set value (Set value)
– Force value (Force value)
– Global force off (Global force off)
– Force value on, off (Force value on / off)
– Logbook deleted (Logbook deleted)
– Connect, connection established (Connect / Disconnected)
– Connection request (Request connection)
– Process control hand-over (Request CPU process control hand-over)
– Execute application synchronization (Request CPU application transfer)

Figure 45: Example of a TargetControl report
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This guarantees being able to analyze all engineering actions. A project state and behavior of the plant
which cannot be analyzed is therefore not possible.

Task :

Now try to review the last few days of the seminar and find your actions in engineering with the
reports which have been described.

4.2.5 Shift logbook

The shift logbook is available in the runtime, operating, and engineering environments. In the runtime
and operating environments, it documents incidents on the plant and provides the service employees
with an environment to record the necessary actions. This used to be the so-called shift book which had
to be positioned next to each operating station. It was of course impossible to synchronize this. The shift
logbook has digitalized this and is stored centrally, but is still available on each operator station. The shift
logbook in the engineering environment is sued to log commissioning and all other necessary measures.

The entries in the shift logbook are categorized. They can be extended to suit the plant. Details about
this can be found in the APROL product documentation.

Figure 46: Example shift logbook

A new entry in the shift logbook could look like this:
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Figure 47: New entry in the shift logbook

Task :

Log a couple of the actions which you have made during the seminar.
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4.3 APROL Solutions reports

The Solutions which are also offered in APROL have a defined scope of functionalities, depending on the
solution and license. At present, the following solution reports are available without extra costs (ready
to use):

Description Description
Energy Monitoring report The energy monitoring report contains everything that is rel-

evant to evaluate all sorts of energy records. Details can be
found in the documentation and will be handled in further
seminars.

PDA report View of all PDA data list form.

The energy monitoring report start window, which also contains the report navigation, appears as follows:

Figure 48: Energy Monitoring report
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4.4 System and self-diagnosis report

4.4.1 System messages

Basically, every application logs different types of changes, actions, etc. in a separate logbook. The
system messages application can be used to read and display this data An error message is recorded
if e.g. a project was not compiled correctly. These messages play a major role in identifying problems.
There are central and local system messages, whereby the central messages can originate from mul-
tiple projects or runtime and operator stations.

After starting the program via the KDE menu, a window appears containing operating elements in the
top section (like in all reports) that are used to define a time range for the query. The following list is used
to select a message type in order to limit the number of system messages.

Figure 49: Selecting the message type

One or more types can be selected in this selection list. Querying is done automatically. Additionally, it's
possible to refine the selection by clicking on the drop-down button. Another menu bar can be shown by
clicking the 'Show/Hide report navigation' button.

Figure 50: Report navigation

The [Show application list] link is of considerable importance. By selecting this link, a new list is shown
in the left part of the window with the heading Applications.
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Figure 51: Show application list

Figure 52: Application list

After selecting the application, you can view the messages and quickly get to the root of the problem.

Figure 53: Query example for CaeManager messages
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4.4.2 Redundancy report

A redundancy management needs to be implemented at this stage, because both the server (APROL
system) and controller can be configured as being redundant in APROL. This entails monitoring the
processes to recognize a redundancy failover (the switchover must be initiated) and also the involved
manual operation. The following actions can be found in the redundancy report:

Filter Filter redundancy
Standard view Redundancy

ANSL system messages Controller redundancy

Database locks Server redundancy

Performance measurements

Figure 54: Redundancy report

The selection list of all applications, drivers, and tools is In the left area of the report. Similar to the system
messages, the desired entry should be selected first, in order to obtain an informative view of the query.
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4.4.3 Controller logbooks

Controllers in an APROL project supply logbooks. It is of course possible to contact each controller
online and load the respective logbook. It is much more simple to extract them from one place, i.e. the
'Controller logbooks' report. This report can also be opened from the redundancy report.

Figure 55: Example of a redundant controller logbook
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4.4.4 Check installation

The entire current APROL installation is shown in this menu (installation data, current environment, in-
stalled applications, installed libraries and installed packages). Furthermore, the data and version num-
ber can be shown with "Show all" or only the data and the version differences with "Show only dif-
ferences".

Figure 56: APROL SDM check installation with versions

Figure 57: APROL SDM check installation with version differences
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4.4.5 Configuration history

This page shows all configuration changes in the system (e.g. language changes, starting AprolConfig,
installation, etc.) and is designed similarly to AuditTrail. The differences are the filter functions.

The filters "Message type" and "Message" are available for limiting the query.

If no filter is selected, the search could look something like this (whereby the green entries are config-
uration messages and the blue entries setup messages):

Figure 58: APROL SDM - Configuration history without a filter

The result could look something like this with the message filter "Setup information only":

Figure 59: APROL SDM configuration history with filter
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4.4.6 CaeDb update

This menu shows you who installed updates and when, if they were successful, are being processed,
were cancelled, and the update content in detail.

Figure 60: SDM CaeDb Update

The update steps which were carried out are shown by clicking on the magnifying glass "Show details".

Figure 61: APROL SDM CaeDb Update in detail as HTML version
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4.4.7 CaeDb version

This page shows the changes caused by the database update.

Figure 62: APROL SDM - CaeDb version
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4.4.8 State of the translation

APROL is Unicode-capable and therefore available in many languages, i.e. can be prepared for new
languages if necessary. The translation of the applications, e.g. DisplayCenter, TrendViewer, etc. is done
by a partner or the customer. Each translation which is made can also be fed back by returning it to B&R.
The 'Translation status' report shows an overview of the translations.

Figure 63: Translation status
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4.5 Signing documents

The variety of reports in APROL and the customer-specific reports can also be signed. This is especially
important for validated plants. Documents which are handed over to official bodies must/should also be
signed. This certification can be carried out more than once (approval with two-man rule).

One enters the URL of the report which is to be signed in the upper area of this query or selects an
existing PDF file. Then one must identify themself as the operator with the corresponding certificate
to make the signature. Only users who have been given a certificate in the user management and/or
OperatorManager can make a signature.

The process can be finished after the reason for signing and the position have been entered.

Figure 64: Singing procedure

A signed document could appear as follows:

Figure 65: Signed document
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5 The project navigation

Access to the data of the selected project is possible in this area. The view can be changed with respect
to the topology or different system types. The following differentiation is made:

Type of structure Description
Physical structure Listing of the project according to physical composition

Control computer structure Listing according to what belongs to the respective control
computer. This is of relevance for an MRS (multi-runtime
system).

System type structure Listing according to system type, i.e. engineering, runtime,
operator, gateway, and controller

Figure 66: Project navigation

Information such as controller IP addresses and the AR versions (Automation Runtime Version) can be
read in a simple manner without having to consult the engineering. Example of the view of a system
type architecture:

Figure 67: System type structure view
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6 APROL systems (local)

This shows and lists the APROL systems which are installed locally on the server. The different APROL
systems are engineering, runtime, operator, and gateway. They are accommodated here.

Figure 68: APROL systems

Data about AprolLoader, Language, etc. can be found in this report.
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7 APROL System Diagnostics Manager (APROL SDM)

The APROL System Diagnostics Manager is started using the "Diagnosis>APROL System Diagnos-
tics Manager" KDE menu bar or APROL Web Portal. This tool provides an overview of the entire sys-
tem.

Figure 69: APROL SDM

A general overview is on the first page and contains the most important information such as release,
license, APROL services, system warnings, memory, etc. This should be intuitive and self-explanatory.
It also mirrors the data which is set in AprolConfig. The menu, which contains the following items, is
on the left edge:

Figure 70: APROL SDM menu
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■ System and self-diagnosis report
– System messages
– Redundancy report
– Controller logbooks
– CheckInstallation
– Configuration history
– CaeDb update
– CaeDb versions
– Translation Status

■ System & APROL Services
■ System monitoring (Monit)
■ Log data diagnosis

° ChronoLog container status
° Application log data
° ChronoPlex diagnosis
° Trend data recording

■ Memory and CPU
■ Hard disk
■ Network

7.1 System and self-diagnosis report

This is the same functionality as described in the chapter above "The APROL reports / System and self-
diagnosis".
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7.2 System & APROL Services

The APROL services, AprolLoader, AprolSqlServer, etc. are displayed and monitored. As can be seen
in the screenshot, data such as load and memory requirements of these background processes are
displayed here.

Furthermore, the configuration of the system services and their status (NTP, UPS, LDAP, etc.) can be
found here.

Figure 71: APROL SDM system and services
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7.3 System monitoring (Monit)

Monit monitors all relevant central processes. The current state is detected and errors are displayed.
Processes which are not running are recognized and restarted if necessary, in order to guarantee a
high availability of the APROL process control system. A conclusion can be drawn about the system
stability by interpreting the displayed restarts, process runtime, load, and memory requirements. If a
value conspicuous, it can be selected for further analysis.

Figure 72: APROL SDM Monit
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7.4 Login data diagnostics

Data to be recorded by APROL accumulates as chronologically sequenced data records which are gen-
erated using appropriate function blocks. The B&R ChronoLog system records all necessary data and
provides a graphic and text display in this area. The ChronoPlex background processes are responsible,
amongst others, for recording the data. Their monitoring is therefore essential. The following queries
are possible:

Report name Description
ChronoLog container status Displays all containers and their 'Fill level'

Application log data Shows if there is an extra buffer for a container, because the corre-
sponding process is not active.

ChronoPlex diagnosis Contains the diagnostics of all ChronoPlex processes.

Trend data recording Shows the configuration and the ring buffer load of the trend system.

The first report is the report about the "ChronoLog Container Status".

Figure 73: APROL SDM - ChronoLog (graphical)
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The other reports are to be used, starting here. Contained is, the ChronoPlex configuration, the hard
drive usage, the fill level of each container, and the respective details in list form. If a container is full,
the FIFO principle is applied automatically.

Figure 74: APROL SDM - ChronoLog (text-based)

The report for the application log data should always be empty. Something normally only exists if there
is an error with the records and data must be buffered temporarily.

Figure 75: Application log data --> everything OK
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The ChronoPlex diagnosis is an important tool for recognizing problems with the data records. It is
divided into 'ChronoPlex information', 'ChronoLog forwarding buffer', 'ChronoPlex read rate for a certain
container', and 'Status of the forwarding and forwarding buffer'. Details such as forwarding, read and
write rates can be viewed with ease.

Figure 76: The ChronoPlex diagnosis

Finally, the trend records report is also available. The trend system normally works with a ring buffer which
fills the containers TRD to TRD-5. It is therefore also absolutely necessary to monitor these containers.
It is possible to recognize data losses at an early stage with this.

Figure 77: Overview of the trend containers
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A reporting and monitoring of all historical data records is ensured. Details about this can be found in
the APROL help documentation.

7.5 Memory and CPU

The memory load (RAM and swap) and CPU load are displayed in text form.

Figure 78: APROL SDM - Memory and CPU
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7.6 Hard drive

On this page, the individual partitions on the hard disk and their memory allocations are shown in text
and graphic form.

Figure 79: APROL SDM - Partitions with memory allocation
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7.7 Network

An overview of the network configuration and cluster setting is also mandatory.

The system host name, MAC addresses, and IP addresses of the real (eth0, eth1, etc.) and virtual
(vmnet1, vmnet8, etc.) network cards are displayed in the network configuration.

Figure 80: APROL SDM - Network configuration

The redundant configuration (if master or slave, the IP address of the redundant system, etc.), and the
cluster status (global and local cluster) are displayed in the cluster settings.
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7.8 Port status

APROL functionality is tied to the network settings, which are in turn tied to certain ports (see UDP
and TCP technic). This area gives an overview an is available to detect if the desired ports are open.
The ports can be re-scanned at any time to update the view. An external 'Port scan' is also supported.
(support and reachability from external computers)

Figure 81: Port status

Details can be found in the APROL product documentation.
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8 Queries from foreign devices

The web query from external devices is an important function. To do this, you open a browser (MS
Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome, etc.) and enter the host name of the APROL system
in the address bar. Example: https://computer_name/

Note:

Save this link under your browser's favorites to access the query overview more quickly next
time!

https://computer_name
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9 ChronoLog Profi query

The ChronoLog Profi query can be used to e.g. call values from compressor data, actions (Login, Logout,
etc.), etc..

After logging in successfully via the authentication dialog box, the user arrives at the selection page for
the query options in ChronoLog Profi report.

Figure 82: ChronoLog Profi query – selection page

[Universal query with XML or HTML output] is the most important point for this type of query!

Figure 83: Universal query with XML or HTML output

The query is configured as follows:

Name Description
Id Pattern for the identifier of the data records being searched for (prefix)

Examples:
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Name Description
– M15:* for every 15 minutes compression from compressor blocks
– H1:* for every hour compression from compressor blocks
– USERACTION:* for all AuditTrail entries

Date Date of the query time period in the format DD.MM.YYYY. If this has not been
set, then the current date is used!

From The start date and start time for reading the data in the format DD.MM.YYYY
HH:MM\(:SS\). Has priority over the "Date" parameter!

Till End date and end time for reading the data. This value and the "From" value
make up the time range when the data is read and has priority over the "Date"
parameter!

Output Output format: XML or HTML table

The "USERACTION" parameter includes these action types:

Action type Description
login Login procedure

logout Logout procedure

loginfail Loginfail

picopen Opens a process graphic

picclose Closes a process graphic

picopenmacro Opens an image macro

picclosemacro Closes an image macro

picopenalarmlist Opens an alarm line

picclosealarmlist Closes an alarm line

alarmdisable Disables an alarm via the alarm list

alarmenable Enables an alarm via the alarm line

alarmenableall Enables all alarms (AlarmServer start)

piccontrolsystemcall Triggers a system command

piccontrol Input via a control/widget (for "Send pulse" type
with the pulse duration)

piccontrolpythonbutton Python button activation

piccontrolpythonuser Logging call from a Python function

clogmodify Modification of logging data

extsetval Changing PV values via "external" programs
(CaeManager, CaeViewer, pio and IosInOut)

sysstartapp Application started

sysstopapp Stop application

syssourceapp Instruction to a client application capable of re-
dundancy, that it should attempt to obtain the
source status
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Action type Description
sysstartaprol Starting a Runtime system

sysstopaprol Stopping a Runtime system

sysinitaprol Setting an APROL runlevel

syssourceaprol Instruction to all running client applications capa-
ble of redundancy, that they should attempt to ob-
tain the source status

syschangeproject Project change in the StartManager

sysoptionmodified Start option(s) for an application changed in the
StartManager

picsetalarmfilter Modification of the alarm filter in the AlarmMonitor

sysdownloadto Download of an APROL system

If values in the database were changed now e.g. using the Compressor Report, then the changes could
be viewed using the clogmodify action type.

The "ID parameter" entry would look like this:

"USERACTION:*clogmodify*"

You have to click on the [create URL] button after setting the parameters.

The following two links are provided for displaying the query:

Link Description
"Call URL frame below" Shows the output in the bottom part of the open

window

"Call URL in new web browser window" A new window is opened for the output

The source text from the output table can be displayed using the 2 additional links. This source text
makes it possible to manually enter values in the table and to save as HTML.

An HTML table is displayed if the HTML output was defined and the URL was called. The values or
actions are listed here according to the parameter:
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Figure 84: HTML output of the ChronoLog Profi query

After clicking on the link, a location for saving is requested when outputting the XML.

This file can be further processed in an XML-capable program.

Task :

Use the Compressor Report to change a value, then search for this value change using the
ChronoLog Profi query.
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10 Summary

You are now able to use the provided XML queries to perform detailed analyses or similar processes
and to further process the obtained data and values in many different ways.

Performing a quick export to the CSV format or to an HTML document is no problem at all for you now.
This applies to the engineering and the runtime systems from APROL.

Figure 85: The complete package
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11 APPENDIX

11.1 Objectives checklist (a few on-topic questions)

What is the difference between AuditTrail Report and Change Control?

What is the role or functionality of the ProcessData Report?

What are system messages and what are some examples of system messages?

You are recording the analog value of a pressure transmitter every minute. How do you change prob-
lematic, incorrect values in the database?

Are these types of changes collected or logged anywhere?

How do you find out if the current partition still has enough space for a project backup?

A piece of equipment came to a stop because of an unexpected stop command. How do you find out
who is operating a specific Operator Station?

11.2 Solutions to the objectives checklist

Please take note of the necessary additional information.
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Seminars and training modules

The Automation Academy provides targeted training courses for our customers as well as our own employees.
At the Automation Academy, you'll develop the skills you need in no time!
Our seminars make it possible for you to improve your knowledge in the field of automation engineering.
Once completed, you will be in a position to implement efficient automation solutions using B&R technology. This will make
it possible for you to secure a decisive competitive edge by allowing you and your company to react faster to constantly
changing market demands.

Automation Studio seminars and training modules
Programming and configuration Diagnostics and service

SEM210 – Basics
SEM246 – IEC 61131-3 programming language ST*
SEM250 – Memory management and data storage

SEM410 – Integrated motion control*
SEM441 – Motion control: Electronic gears and cams**
SEM480 – Hydraulics**
SEM1110 – Axis groups and path-controlled movements**

SEM510 – Integrated safety technology*
SEM540 – Safe motion control***

SEM610 – Integrated visualization*

SEM920 – Diagnostics and service for end users
SEM920 – Diagnostics and service with Automation Studio
SEM950 – POWERLINK configuration and diagnostics*

If you don't happen to find a seminar on our website that suits your
needs, keep in mind that we also offer customized seminars that we
can set up in coordination with your sales representatives:
SEM099 – Individual training day

Please visit our website for more information****.****:
www.br-automation.com/academy

Overview of training modules
TM210 – Working with Automation Studio
TM213 – Automation Runtime
TM223 – Automation Studio Diagnostics
TM230 – Structured Software Development
TM240 – Ladder Diagram (LD)
TM241 – Function Block Diagram (FBD)
TM242 – Sequential Function Chart (SFC)
TM246 – Structured Text (ST)
TM250 – Memory Management and Data Storage

TM400 – Introduction to Motion Control
TM410 – Working with Integrated Motion Control
TM440 – Motion Control: Basic Functions
TM441 – Motion control: Electronic gears and cams
TM1110 – Integrated Motion Control (Axis Groups)
TM1111 – Integrated Motion Control (Path Controlled Movements)
TM450 – Motion Control Concept and Configuration
TM460 – Initial Commissioning of Motors

TM500 – Introduction to Integrated Safety
TM510 – Working with SafeDESIGNER
TM540 – Integrated Safe Motion Control

TM600 – Introduction to Visualization
TM610 – Working with Integrated Visualization
TM630 – Visualization Programming Guide
TM640 – Alarm System, Trends and Diagnostics
TM670 – Advanced Visual Components

TM920 – Diagnostics and service
TM923 – Diagnostics and Service with Automation Studio
TM950 – POWERLINK Configuration and Diagnostics

TM280 – Condition Monitoring for Vibration Measurement
TM480 – The Basics of Hydraulics
TM481 – Valve-based Hydraulic Drives
TM482 – Hydraulic Servo Pump Drives
TM490 – Printing Machine Technology

In addition to a printed version, our training modules are also available
on our website for download as electronic documents (login required):

Visit our website for more information:
www.br-automation.com/academy

Process control seminars and training modules
Process control standard seminars Process control training modules

SEM841 – Process Control Training: Basic 1
SEM842 – Process Control Training: Basic 2
SEM890 – Advanced Process Control Solutions

TM800 – APROL System Concept
TM811 – APROL Runtime System
TM812 – APROL Operator Management
TM813 – APROL XML Queries and Audit Trail
TM830 – APROL Project Engineering
TM890 – The Basics of LINUX

Visit our website for more information:
www.br-automation.com/academy

* SEM210 - Basics is a prerequisite for this seminar.
** SEM410 - Integrated motion control is a prerequisite for this seminar.
*** SEM410 - Integrated motion control and SEM510 - Integrated safety technology are prerequisites for this seminar.
****Our seminars are listed in the Academy\Seminars area of the website.
****Seminar titles may vary by country. Not all seminars are available in every country.

http://www.br-automation.com/academy
http://www.br-automation.com/academy
http://www.br-automation.com/academy
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